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    Shabbyfufu Studio - This item's original use dates back to the 1500's for correspondences, though not
sealing with a kiss this method did require turning up the heat.

    The Painted Bench - This item dates back to the 1950's & was typically located in the produce, bulk or meat
section of the grocery store. A similar device can be found in your bathroom although most people tend to avoid
using it.

    Kerry's Party For Less - Originating in the 1940's, before the dawn of smartphones, this nifty device would
help the non-math-letically inclined with simple or complex number equations.

    Artiques - This small scale, local means of transportation was first developed in the 1880's & is generally
pedal-driven by a driver. They are widely used in major cities around the world but are most commonly spotted
in the south, southeast, and east Asia.

    Revolving Closet - This 1980's ladies fashion piece was a wardrobe essential, we'll leave this item up to
your imagination! Have fun & choose well :)

    Bounty Hunter Toys - This toy Spaceship is strong with the force. With Battle Alert Sound. Action Figures
Not Included.

    Antique Detective - TBA

    Remember When Antique Emporium - The name of this 1950's game is both headwears worn by a monarch
& a heavy object used to moor a vessel to the sea bottom. Are you feeling lucky?

    Dragon's Lair - This decorative novelty item was invented in 1963 & became very popular in the 1970's,
although typically found ready to erupt on a Hawaii Island this particular colourful glass vessels would be more
likely displayed on Eric Forman's bedside table.

    Honest Meats Co. - This item dates back to the 1970's & was used in the kitchen as a tool to cook a very
popular breakfast meat

    Antiques Unlocked - This glass ornamental centerpiece was often used for formal dining in the Victorian era
& was traditionally used to display light fare, fruit, flowers or ornaments. The English translation means to spare
or save the idea being that dinner guests were spared the trouble of passing dishes.
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